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Emerging 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify main ideas 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   NHQ

Identify details 1. Order events in a story   5YL

Make simple inferences 1. Read about famous people   5MZ

2. Read realistic fiction   UC6

3. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   VES

Standard IXL skills

Identify author's purpose 1. Identify the purpose of a text   Y2F

2. Determine the topic and purpose of
informational passages   Y2G

Identify character development 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   ZDC

2. Choose the picture that matches the setting or
character   ZSQ

Use context clues 1. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   TJQ

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit claims

Cite textual evidence to support claims 1. Choose reasons to support an opinion   CXD

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Complete the fact and opinion sentences   79N
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Compare and contrast texts 1. Compare and contrast in informational
passages   NQN
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Close 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify main ideas 1. Determine the main idea of a passage   RD9

Identify explicit details 1. Read about animals   8KK

2. Read fantasy with illustrations   YGF

Make simple inferences about key details 1. Which book title goes with the picture?   NX9

2. Read about art, music, and traditions   5TX

Make inferences about characters 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   PQQ

Paraphrase passages

Standard IXL skills

Connect author's purpose to other information
in the text

1. Identify the author's purpose: mixed media   BWA

2. Identify the author's purpose: passages   A5Q

Identify supporting details 1. Read about sports and hobbies   BG9

Identify character development 1. Identify story elements   CXN

Use context clues 1. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   5A8

Standard IXL skills

Identify author's claims 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   GC2

Cite text evidence 1. Choose reasons to support an opinion   CXD

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   XJV
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Identify topics across two texts
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Ready 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify main ideas 1. Read about famous people   ZZE

2. Read poetry   YYJ

Summarize passages 1. Summarize a story   8XW

Make inferences 1. Draw inferences from a text   GFW

2. Read realistic fiction with illustrations   QTL

3. Compare mythological illustrations   LW5

4. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   7T9

5. Read about famous places   NBX

Draw conclusions about characters 1. Read realistic fiction: set 1   YQD

2. Read science fiction with illustrations   2ZK

Standard IXL skills

Connect text structure and content 1. Determine the order of events in informational
texts   ZXC

2. Match causes and effects in informational
texts   PN7

3. Match causes with effects   76M

4. Match problems with their solutions   T8Y

Relate text structure to author's purpose 1. Identify text structures   UYA

Identify multiple perspectives 1. Distinguish characters' points of view   N7R

Identify character development 1. Read realistic fiction: set 2   ZQK
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Use context clues 1. Determine the meaning of words using
synonyms in context   WZZ

2. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic
expression   L7C

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit and implicit claims 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   GC2

Cite text evidence 1. Complete the opinion passage with a
reason   LJX

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   XJV

Compare and contrast texts 1. Compare information from two informational
texts   DNH

2. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   UNG

Compare and contrast topics and characters
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Exceeding 
Key Ideas and Details
 

 
Craft and Structure
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify main ideas 1. Read about business and technology   G5Y

2. Read about science and nature   WSP

Summarize passages 1. Summarize a story   8XW

Make inferences 1. Make predictions about a story   FWT

2. Read about food   VJM

3. Read historical fiction with illustrations   JC7

Understand character development 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   CXM

Standard IXL skills

Relate text structure to author's purpose 1. Match problems with their solutions   F2B

2. Identify text structures   HR6

Differentiate between multiple perspectives 1. Distinguish characters' points of view   LGA

Understand text contributions to character
development

1. Read realistic fiction   A7Z

2. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   6PW

Use context clues 1. Find words using context   LT5

2. Determine the meaning of words using
synonyms in context   WDU

3. Use context to identify the meaning of a
word   DC8
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify explicit and implicit claims 1. Identify an author's statement of opinion   C9W

Analyze supporting evidence 1. Identify supporting details in literary texts   VVG

2. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   8MJ

Differentiate between fact and opinion 1. Distinguish facts from opinions   96L

Compare and contrast texts 1. Compare information from two texts   8CJ

2. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   YBU

Compare and contrast topics and characters 1. Compare and contrast characters   GYD

Cite text evidence 1. Read about famous people   8SC

2. Read about business and technology   MZT
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